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Neutrinoless double beta decay

2n→ 2p + 2e−

2p→ 2n + 2e+
L = 2L = 0
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Q = Ee1 + Ee2 � 2me
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• Nuclear decay mode without emission of neutrinos (“forbidden” in the SM, since the lepton number 
is violated: ΔL =2)



Neutrinoless double beta decay

Paul Dirac Ettore Majorana �3

• Why is this decay mode interesting?


➡it can provide information about the nature of neutrinos


• Decision:


➡neutrinos and antineutrinos are distinct particles (Dirac particles) or


➡neutrinos are their own antiparticles (Majorana particles)



What is the observable decay rate?

• with the effective Majorana neutrino mass:


➡a coherent sum over mass eigenstates with potentially CP violating phases


➡a mixture of m1, m2, m3, proportional to the Uei2, with α1,α2 = Majorana CPV phases

Can be 
calculated: ~ Q5
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Phase space
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Transition G [10-14 yr-1] Q [keV]

48Ca →48Ti 6.35 4373.7

76Ge →76Se 0.63 2039.1

82Se →82Kr 2.7 2995.5

100Mo →100Ru 4.36 3035

116Cd →116Sn 4.62 2809

130Te →130Xe 4.09 2530.3

136Xe →136Ba 4.31 2461.9

150Nd →150Sm 19.2 3367.3
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Matrix elements
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Matrix elements: vary by a factor of 2- 3 for a given A

Patrick Decowski/University of Amsterdam

Nuclear Matrix Elements
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Past 7-8 years: much better agreements between various models (e.g. NSM and QRPA)
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Which nuclei can decay via          ?0⌫��

(A, Z+1)

(A, Z+2)

(A, Z)
��

Candidate* Q [MeV] Abund [%]

48Ca -> 48Ti 4.271 0.187

76Ge -> 76Se 2.040 7.8

82Se -> 82Kr 2.995 9.2

96Zr -> 96Mo 3.350 2.8

100Mo -> 100Ru 3.034 9.6

110Pd -> 110Cd 2.013 11.8

116Cd -> 116Sn 2.802 7.5

124Sn -> 124Te 2.228 5.64

130Te -> 130Xe 2.530 34.5

136Xe -> 136Ba 2.479 8.9

150Nd -> 150Sm 3.367 5.6

* Q-value > 2 MeV �7

• Even-even nuclei


• Natural abundance is low (except 130Te)


• Must use enriched material
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Experimental requirements

Minimal requirements: 

large detector masses

high isotopic abundance

ultra-low background noise

good energy resolution


     Additional tools to distinguish signal 
from background: 

event topology

pulse shape discrimination

particle identification
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• Experiments measure the half life of the decay, T1/2 with a sensitivity (for non-zero 
background)



Experimental techniques

Ionisation

PhononsScintillation

Crystals:
GERDA
Majorana 
COBRA 
LEGEND

Tracking:
SuperNEMO

Isotope in LS:
KamLAND-Zen 
SNO+

Bolometer:
CUORE

TPC: 
NEXT (tracking) 
EXO, nEXO, DARWIN

Scintillating 
bolometers:

AMoRE 
Lucifer 
Lumineu

Crystals:
CANDLES

} CUPID
�9



One Slide Current Status of the Field

• No observation of this extremely rare nuclear decay (so far) 

• Best lower limits on T1/2: 1.07x1026 y (136Xe), 0.9x1026 y (76Ge), 2.7x1024 y (130Te)


• Running and upcoming experiments (a selection): 

• 130Te: CUORE, SNO+


• 136Xe: KAMLAND-Zen, KAMLAND2-Zen, EXO-200, nEXO, NEXT, DARWIN


• 76Ge: GERDA Phase-II, Majorana, LEGEND (GERDA & Majorana + new groups)


• 100Mo AMoRE, LUMINEU; 82Se: LUCIFER, CUPID = CUORE with light read-out


• 82Se (150Nd, 48Ca): SuperNEMO

|hmeff i| = |⌃iU
2
eimi|  0.06� 0.4 eV



Effective Majorana neutrino mass

normal inverted

0.1- 1 counts/(y kg)

0.5 - 5 counts/(y t)

0.1-1 counts/(y 100 t)

Del’Oro, Marocci, Vissani, PRD 90, 2014

T1/2 ⇠ 1026y

It is also useful to express the parametermββ as a function
of a directly observable parameter, rather than as a function
of the lightest neutrino mass. A natural choice is the
cosmological mass Σ, defined as the sum of the three active
neutrino masses (Σ≡m1 þm2 þm3). The close connec-
tion between the neutrino masses’measurements obtained in
the laboratory and those probed by cosmological observa-
tions was outlined long ago [6]. Furthermore, the measure-
ments of Σ have recently reached important sensitivities, as
discussed below. For these reasons, we also update the plot
of the dependence of the Majorana effective massmββ on the
cosmological mass Σ, using the representation originally
introduced in [7].
From the definition of Σ, we can write

Σ ¼ mlþ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
m2

l þ a2
q

þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
m2

l þ b2
q

; ð4Þ

whereml is the mass of the lightest neutrino and a and b are
different constants depending on the neutrino mass hier-
archy. Through Eq. (4) one can establish a direct relation
between Σ andml and thus, it is straightforward to plotmββ
as a function of Σ. Concerning the treatment of the
uncertainties, we use again the assumption of Gaussian
fluctuations and the prescription reported in the Appendix.
The result of the plotting in this case is shown in the right
panel of Fig. 1.

III. COMPARISON WITH THE
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Experimental bounds

Recently, several experiments have obtained bounds on
t1=2ðexpÞ above 1025 yr. The results are summarized in the
upper part of Table I. They were achieved thanks to the
study of two nuclei: 76Ge and 136Xe. The 90% C.L. bound
from 76Ge, obtained by combining GERDA-I, Heidelberg-
Moscow, and IGEX via the recipe of Eq. (A1), 3.2 · 1025 yr,

is almost identical to the one quoted by the GERDA
Collaboration, 3.0 · 1025 yr [11]. By combining the first
KamLAND-Zen results on 0νββ (namely, KamLAND-
Zen-I [12]), and the new ones obtained after the scintillator
purification (KamLAND-Zen-II [13]), the same procedure
gives2.3 · 1025 yr,whichdiffers a little bit from the combined
limit quoted by the Collaboration [13], 2.6 · 1025 yr. When
we combine the two results of KamLAND-Zen and the one
fromEXO-200 using again the procedure of Eq. (A1), we get
2.6 · 1025 yr, which is equal to the KamLAND-Zen limit
alone. In view of the above discussion and in order to
be as conservative as possible, we will adopt as combined
90% C.L. bounds the following values:

t1=2Ge > 3.0 · 1025 yr and t1=2Xe > 2.6 · 1025 yr: ð5Þ

More experiments are also expected to produce important
new results in the coming years. A few selected ones are also
reported in the lower part of Table I.

B. Nuclear physics and 0νββ

Assuming that the transition is dominated by the
exchange of ordinary neutrinos with Majorana mass, the
theoretical expression of the half-life in an ith experiment
based on a certain nucleus is

t1=2i ðthÞ ¼ m2
e

G0ν;iM2
im

2
ββ

; ð6Þ

where me is the electron mass, G0ν;i the phase space factor
(usually given in inverse years), andMi the nuclear matrix
element, an adimensional quantity of enormous impor-
tance. In recent works, this last term is written emphasizing
the axial coupling gA:

Mi ¼ g2A ·M0ν;i: ð7Þ
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FIG. 1 (color online). Updated predictions on mββ from oscillations as a function of the lightest neutrino mass (left) and of the
cosmological mass (right) in the two cases of NH and IH. The shaded areas correspond to the 3σ regions due to error propagation of
the uncertainties on the oscillation parameters.

DELL’ORO, MARCOCCI, AND VISSANI PHYSICAL REVIEW D 90, 033005 (2014)

033005-2

current sensitivities degenerate 
(m1≈ m2 ≈ m3)

m3<< m1 < m2

m1<< m2 < m3

gA=1.269 (free n)

T1/2 ⇠ 1027y



Physics goal of GERDA and LEGEND

• Search for the neutrinoless double beta decay (0νββ) of 76Ge


• Observe the 2 final-state e-, expect sharp “peak” at the Q-value


• Excellent energy resolutions and ultra-low background: essential for a discovery

Sum energy of the 2 electrons [keV]
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Q�� = Ee1 + Ee2 � 2me = 2039 keV
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The GERDA Experiment: Overview
HPGe detectors, enriched to ~86% in 76Ge

Liquid argon as cooling medium and shielding   
(U/Th in LAr < 7x10-4 µBq/kg)

A minimal amount of surrounding materials


Phase I (2011-2014)

 ~18 kg HPGe detectors


Phase II (2015-2019)

 ~ 36 kg HPGe detectors


Water Tank /
Muon Veto

Ge Detector
Array

Liquid Argon
Cryostat

Water Tank /
Muon Veto

Ge Detector
Array

Liquid Argon
Cryostat

Clean
Room

Lock
System

Eur. Phys. J. C (2013) 73:2330 Page 9 of 29

Fig. 6 Cross section of the LAr cryostat inside the water tank (right
part cut away). The following components are indicated: skirt (1), ac-
cess hole (2), Torlon support pads (3), radon shroud (4), internal copper
shield (5), lower and upper heat exchanger (6), bellow in neck of in-
ner vessel (7), balcony (8), DN200 ports (9), manifold (10), bellow
between cryostat and lock (11) and DN630 shutter (12). The skirt pro-
vides 6 mounts for PMTs (13)

resides in the clean room above the manifold (see Sect. 4.4).
Relative movements between manifold and lock are decou-
pled from each other with a flexible bellow of 600 mm di-
ameter (item 11). A DN630 UHV shutter (item 12) on top of
the bellow allows the stand-alone operation of the cryostat
without lock.

The internal copper shield (item 5) consists of sixty 3 cm
thick overlapping plates of high purity oxygen free radiop-
ure (OFRP) copper with a total mass of 16 t. They are
mounted on a support ring achieving a copper thickness of
6 cm for the central 2 m high ring (centered at 4 m height)
and of 3 cm thickness in a range of 40 cm above and below.

Radon can emanate from the vessel walls and may be
transported by convection close to the Ge diodes. To prevent
this a central volume of about 3 m height and 750 mm diam-
eter is separated from the rest by a cylinder (item 4) made
out of 30 µm thick copper foil. This cylinder is called the
radon shroud.

During production and after its deployment at LNGS the
cryostat has been subjected to several acceptance and per-

formance tests. Both the inner and the outer vessel passed
the pressure vessel tests according to the European pressure
vessel code PED 97/23/EC. Helium leak tests for the in-
ner and the outer vessel showed no leak at the 10−5 (Paℓ)/s
range. Evaporation tests with LN2 established the specified
thermal loss of <300 W both at the factory and after deliv-
ery. The 222Rn emanation rate of the inner volume of the
cryostat has been measured at room temperature at several
stages with the MoREx system [77] (for details see Table 4
in Sect. 6.2). After iterated cleaning the empty cryostat ex-
hibited the excellent value of (14 ± 4) mBq which increased
after the mounting of the Cu shield and the cryogenic in-
strumentation by about 20 mBq at each step, leading to a
final value of (54.7 ± 3.5) mBq. A uniform distribution of
this amount of 222Rn in the LAr would correspond to a
BI ∼ 7 · 10−4 cts/(keV kg yr). Depending on its tightness,
the radon shroud is expected to reduce this contribution by
up to a factor of seven.

4.1.2 Cryogenic system

The cryogenic infrastructure consists of storage tanks,
super-insulated piping, and the systems for vacuum insu-
lation, active cooling, process control, and exhaust gas heat-
ing. The power for the entire system is taken from a ded-
icated line which is backed-up by the LNGS diesel rotary
uninterruptible power supply.

The storage tanks for LN2 and LAr, about 6 m3 each, are
located at about 30 m distance. To minimize argon losses
they are connected by a triaxial super-insulated pipe (LAr,
LN2 and vacuum super-insulation from inside to outside) to
the cryostat. The LAr tank has been selected for low radon
emanation. The tank has been used for the filling of the cryo-
stat and will be used further for optional refillings. The LAr
passes through a LN2-cooled filter filled with synthetic char-
coal [78] to retain radon as well as through two PTFE filters
with 50 nm pore size to retain particles. For the first filling
the charcoal filter was bypassed.

The insulation vacuum has to be maintained in a vol-
ume of about 8 m3. Out-gassing materials in this volume
include about 75 m2 of multilayer insulation and 50 m2 of
additional thermal insulation (Makrolon [79] of 6 mm thick-
ness). A pressure of 10−3 Pa was reached after two months
of pumping with a turbo pump of 550 ℓ/s pumping speed
and intermediate purging with dry nitrogen. After cool down
the pressure dropped to about 2 · 10−6 Pa. At a residual out-
gassing rate in the range of 10−5 (Paℓ)/s, the turbo pump is
kept running continuously.

The active cooling system uses LN2 as cooling medium.
It has been designed [80] to subcool the main LAr vol-
ume in order to minimize microphonic noise in the cryostat
while maintaining a constant (adjustable) working pressure
without evaporation losses. This is accomplished by two
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Abstract The GERDA collaboration is performing a search
for neutrinoless double beta decay of 76Ge with the epony-
mous detector. The experiment has been installed and com-
missioned at the Laboratori Nazionali del Gran Sasso and
has started operation in November 2011. The design, con-
struction and first operational results are described, along
with detailed information from the R&D phase.

1 Introduction

The GERDA experiment (GERmanium Detector Array [1])
is a search for the neutrinoless double beta (0νββ) decay
of 76Ge. The observation of such a decay would prove that
lepton number is not conserved, and that the neutrino has a
Majorana component [2]. A discovery of 0νββ decay would
have significant implications on particle physics and other
fields, including cosmology [3]. The importance of the topic
has stimulated the development of several experimental ap-
proaches to the search for 0νββ decay on a number of iso-
topes which undergo double beta decay. For recent reviews
on the state of knowledge concerning double beta decay and
on running or planned experiments, see Refs. [4–8].

The experimental signature for 0νββ decay is a line in
the summed electron energy spectrum appearing at the Q-
value for the reaction, Qββ . The experimental result is a
measurement of, or a limit on, the half life, T1/2, for the
process. Within the three neutrino model and assuming the
existence of a significant Majorana component a positive ob-
servation of 0νββ decay would possibly give access to the
neutrino mass hierarchy as well as information on the abso-
lute values of the neutrino masses. The latter is only possi-
ble with knowledge of the nuclear matrix elements, M0ν , as
discussed in Ref. [9–16]. The statements on the mass also re-
quire an understanding of whether the 0νββ process is solely
due to the Majorana nature of the neutrino, or whether ad-
ditional new physics processes beyond the Standard Model
contribute. A recent review of the particle physics implica-
tions of a discovery of 0νββ decay was given in Ref. [17].

Nuclides that are potentially 0νββ emitters will decay
via the Standard Model allowed 2νββ decay. Both reactions

a e-mail: grabmayr@uni-tuebingen.de
bDeceased
cNow in private business

are second order weak interactions, and therefore have ex-
tremely long half lives. Values have been directly measured
for 2νββ decay in about ten cases and these are in the range
1019–1021 yr [5]. The half lives for 0νββ decay, assuming
the process exists, are expected to be substantially longer.
Consequently, 0νββ decay experiments must be sensitive to
just a few events per year for a source with a mass of tens
to hundreds of kilograms. Backgrounds must typically be
reduced to the level of one event per year in the region of
interest (ROI), an energy interval of the order of the energy
resolution around Qββ .

Experiments looking for 0νββ decay of 76Ge operate
germanium diodes normally made from enriched material,
i.e. the number of 76Ge nuclei, the isotopic fraction f76,
is enlarged from 7.8 % to 86 % or higher. In these type
of experiments, the source is equal to the detector which
yields high detection efficiency. Additional advantages of
this technique are the superior energy resolution of 0.2 %
at Qββ = 2039 keV compared to other searches with differ-
ent isotopes and the high radiopurity of the crystal growing
procedure. Disadvantages are the relatively low Qββ value
since backgrounds typically fall with energy and the rela-
tive difficulty to scale to larger mass compared to e.g. ex-
periments using liquids and gases. There is a considerable
history to the use of 76Ge for the search for 0νββ decay.
After initial experiments [18–28], the Heidelberg–Moscow
(HDM) collaboration [29] and IGEX [30–33] were the driv-
ing forces in this field setting the most stringent limits. In
2004 a subgroup of the HDM collaboration [34] claimed
a 4σ significance for the observation of 0νββ decay with
a best value of T1/2 = 1.19 · 1025 yr; the quoted 3σ range
is (0.69–4.19) · 1025 yr. To scrutinize this result, and to
push the sensitivity to much higher levels, two new 76Ge
experiments have been initiated: MAJORANA [35, 36] and
GERDA [1]. The latter has been built in the INFN Lab-
oratori Nazionali del Gran Sasso (LNGS) at a depth of
3500 m w.e. (water equivalent). Whereas MAJORANA fur-
ther refines the background reduction techniques in the tra-
ditional approach of operating germanium detectors in vac-
uum, GERDA submerses bare high-purity germanium de-
tectors enriched in 76Ge into liquid argon (LAr) following
a suggestion by Ref. [37]; LAr serves simultaneously as a
shield against external radioactivity and as cooling medium.
Phase I of the experiment is currently taking data and will
continue until a sensitivity is reached which corresponds to
an exposure of 15 kg yr with a background index (BI) of
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GERDA Phase II

• Started science run in December 2015 

• 37 detectors (35.6 kg) enriched in 76Ge


• Improve phase I sensitivity by factor 10:


• 100 kg y exposure 


• background: 0.001 events/(kg y keV)


• LAr veto: 0.5 m diameter, 2 m high


• Viewed by optical fibres + SiPMs and 
16 (7 + 9) 3-inch PMTs (R11065-10/20)


• 7 detector strings (one out of natGe 
detectors) fully operational

�15



GERDA Phase II
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FIG. 5. Extended Data Fig 1

FIG. 6. Extended Data Fig 2

• Started science run in December 2015 

• 37 detectors (35.6 kg) enriched in 76Ge


• Improve phase I sensitivity by factor 10:


• 100 kg y exposure 


• background: 0.001 events/(kg y keV)


• LAr veto: 0.5 m diameter, 2 m high


• Viewed by optical fibres + SiPMs and 
16 (7 + 9) 3-inch PMTs (R11065-10/20)


• 7 detector strings (one out of natGe 
detectors) fully operational



GERDA Detectors

• BEGe and coaxial


• p+ electrodes: 


• 0.3 μm boron implantation


• n+ electrodes: 


• 1-2 mm lithium layer (biased 
up to +4.5 kV)


• Low-mass detector 
holders (Si, Cu, PTFE)

9
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Extended Data Fig. 2. Cross section through the germanium detector types (left) and the corresponding photos (right). The
p+ electrode is made by a ⇠0.3 µm thin boron implantation. The n+ electrode is a 1-2 mm thick lithium di↵usion layer and
biased with up to +4500 V. The electric field drops to zero in the n+ layer and hence energy depositions in this fraction of the
volume do not create a readout signal. The p+ electrode is connected to a charge sensitive amplifier.
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Background Suppression Methods

• Example: calibration data with 228Th sources, background rejection via:


➡Muon Veto (MV)


➡Anti-coincidence detector array (AC)


➡Anti-coincidence liquid argon veto (LAr)


➡Pulse shape discrimination (PSD)

S.!Schönert!(TUM):!GERDA!Phase!II!!&!LEGEND,!XVII!NuTel,!Venice!15.3.2017!

Background!suppression!(calibra<on!data)!

Background!suppression!by!
•  Muon!veto!(MV)!
•  An<Hcoincidence!detector!array!(AC)!!
•  Luquid!argon!veto!(LAr)!
•  Pulse!shape!discrimina<on!(PSD)!

DEP! FEP!
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Peaks from 208Tl line



BEGe Pulse Shape Spectra

• Mono-parametric event 
selection based on A/E:


➡current pulse amplitude A


➡total energy E 

• Tuned by calibration data 
(DEP from 2615 keV)


• Efficiencies:


➡DEP: ~87%


➡2νββ: ~85%


• All surface α’s removed 

• γ-lines: factor 6 lower

γ-lines

surface α’s



Energy calibration

– Weekly calibrations with low neutron emission Th-228 sources

– Energy scale and resolution monitoring

– Energy resolution at Qββ

Coax → 3.6(1) keV
BEGe → 3.0(1) keV
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Calibration: Stability and Energy Resolution

• Weekly calibration with three 228Th sources


• FWHM at Qββ: (3.0 ± 0.1) keV for BEGe, (3.6 ± 0.1) keV for coaxial

208Tl

42K

40K



Data taking and analysis overview

• Total exposure for June 2018 release: 82.4 kg y


• Blind analysis: events at (2039 ± 25) keV unmasked after selections frozen

Data taking

Phase II (Dec 2015-present):

– Blind analysis: Events at 2039±25 keV released after analysis frozen

– Latest release June 2018, total 82.4 kg yr

– 35.7 kg yr fresh release (Phase IIc)
+ 23.2 kg yr from 2016/2017 (Phase IIa/b) + 23.5 kg yr from Phase I

Date (year/month)
2016/01 2016/04 2016/07 2016/10 2016/12 2017/04 2017/07 2017/10 2017/12 2018/04
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[Nature 544 (2017) 47]

[PRL 120 (2018) 13]

GERDA 18-06

June 2016
10.8 kg yr
Nature 554, 47

June 2017
23.2 kg yr
PRL 120, 132503

June 2018
58.9 kg yr
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Background model

• Dominant background at Qββ: 


• degraded alphas, betas from 42K, gammas from U/Th chain

Background model

– Fit individual sources from GEANT4 sim. to background data

– Screening measurements, coincidence rate, spacial info. K-lines

– Dominating backgrounds at Qββ

– degraded α
– β from 42K
– γ from U/Th chains
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Energy Spectra in Phase II: 53.9 kg y

• Measured half-life of the            - decay: 1.92 x 1021 y 


• LAr veto effect: ~ factor 5 background suppression at 1525 keV (42K)

2⌫��

2⌫��

2⌫��



Latest results
• Blind analysis: 82.4 kg y


• New limit on the 0νββ-decay of 76Ge


• New background index: 

• 5.6 x 10-4 events/(keV kg y)


• in 230 keV energy window around Qββ


• GERDA will stay “background-free” hence 
the motivation for LEGEND-200 

• Current median sensitivity:

conclusions
• blind	analysis	of	first	10.8	kg ; yr	of	Phase	II	data

background	index	at	a00

coaxials 2.28K.ä
z"." ; 108D ; cts (keV ; kg ; yr)⁄

BEGe 0.68K.*
zK.à ; 108D; cts (keV ; kg ; yr)⁄

new	limit	on	2/00 decay	in	76Ge

ås/.
2ç > {. t ; s2.{	no	 Å2%	ÇÉ

é00 < 2. s{ − 2. tt	qr	 Å2%	ÇÉ

• exposure	increased	to	28.5	kg ; yr

14

> high	resolution background free 04SS search
> GERDA will	stay background free

Phase II	goals

background ~108D	cts/(keV ; kg ; yr) �

exposure ≳ 100	kg ; yr

sensitivity ås/.
2ç ≳ s2.ã	no	

> accepted for publication in	Nature
T 0⌫
1/2 > 0.9⇥ 1026 y (90%C.L.)

m�� < 0.11� 0.26 eV (90%C.L.)

T 0⌫
1/2 > 1.1⇥ 1026 y (90%C.L.)



Beyond GERDA: LEGEND

• Large Enriched Germanium Experiment for 
Neutrinoless Double Beta Decay 

• Collaboration formed in October 2016


• 219 members, 48 institutions, 16 countries 
(legend-exp.org)


• Background goal:


• Detector mass: 200 kg -> 1 t


• Discovery potential:
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• LEGEND (Large	Enriched Germanium	Experiment	

for Neutrinoless SS Decay)	collaboration has

been formed in	October 2016

- 219	members,	48	institutions,	16	countries

- www.legend-exp.org

15
[Eur.Phys.J.	C76	(2016)	176]

LEGEND goals

background ~108*	cts/(keV ; kg ; yr)
detector	mass ë(1M)
discovery	potential(!) ås/.2ç > s2.|	no	

• first stage:	200	kg	in	upgrade	of existing
infrastructure at	LNGS

⇠ 10�4 events/(kg y keV)

T 0⌫
1/2 > 1027 y

Results from GERDA and prospects for LEGEND:  
background-free search for neutrinoless double beta 

decay of 76 Ge!

Stefan!Schönert,!TU!München!

on!behalf!of!the!GERDA!and!LEGEND!collabora<ons!

!

XVII!Interna<onal!workshop!on!neutrino!telescopes,!!

!13H17!March!2017,!Venice,!Palazzo!FrancheO!H!Is<tuto!Veneto!di!Scienze,!LePere!ed!Ar<!

The Large Enriched Germanium Experiment for
Neutrinoless �� Decay

Legend-200 Preliminary Design Report

LEGEND-200 Preliminary Design Report for the NSF
Submitted: June 1, 2018



Beyond GERDA: LEGEND

• First stage: LEGEND-200 at LNGS 

• Reuse GERDA infrastructure


• Start data taking in 2021


• Obtain 1 ton x year exposure


• Mass sensitivity 

• 30 - 70 meV discovery potential

Beyond GERDA

– GERDA current limit mββ < 120 − 260 meV

– ∼ 10 meV sensitivity to cover IH region (light Majorana-ν exchange)

– T1/2 ∼ 1027 − 1028 yr → Background-free ton scale experiment

Dell'Oro, Marcocci, Vissani, PRD 90.033005

GERDA

LEGEND-200
LEGEND-1000

University of Zurich, Physik-Institut 15/08/2018 0νββ-decay up to 1026 yr with GERDA Page 17
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LEGEND and other experiments

Legend-200 Preliminary Design Report

Experiment Iso
Iso. mass

[kg]
NME
[keV]

T 0⌫
1/2

[1025 yr]
hm��i
[eV]

T 0⌫
1/2

[1025 yr]
hm��i
[eV]

Gerda 76Ge 31 2.8� 6.1 5.8 0.14� 0.30 8.0 0.12� 0.26

Majorana 76Ge 26 2.8� 6.1 2.1 0.23� 0.51 1.9 0.24� 0.53

KamLAND-Zen 136Xe 343 1.6� 4.8 5.6 0.07� 0.22 10.7 0.05� 0.16

EXO 136Xe 161 1.6� 4.8 1.9 0.13� 0.37 1.1 0.17� 0.49

CUORE 130Te 206 1.4� 6.4 0.7 0.16� 0.73 1.5 0.11� 0.50

TABLE I. Comparison of lower half-life limits T 0⌫
1/2 (90% C.L.) and corresponding upper Majorana neutrino mass hm��i limits

for the present generation experiments. The experiments, the isotopes, the isotope masses are shown from column 1 to column
3. The ranges of nuclear matrix elements (NME) are given in column 4. The lower half-life sensitivities and limits are shown in
columns 5 and 7, respectively. The corresponding references are: Gerda [2], Majorana [3], KamLAND-Zen [1], EXO [20],
CUORE [21]. The corresponding upper limits for hm��i derived from the NMEs are shown in columns 6 and 8. Table taken
from Ref.[2]

Experiment Iso
Iso. mass

[kg]
FWHM
[keV]

BI
[cts/(FWHM·t·yr)]

T 0⌫
1/2

[yr]
hm��i
[meV]

Legend-200 76Ge 175 3 0.6 1027 34� 74

Legend-1000 76Ge 873 3 0.1 6 · 1027 14� 30

SuperNEMO 82Se 100 120 6 1026 58� 144

CUPID 82Se 336 5 0.02 2.1 · 1027 13� 31

AMoRE-I 100Mo 2.5 5 5 2.8 · 1025 74� 126

AMoRE-II 100Mo 100 5 0.5 1027 12� 21

CUPID 130Te 543 5 0.02 2.6 · 1027 8� 38

SNO+ Phase I 130Te 1357 193 23 1.9 · 1026 31� 139

SNO+ Phase II 130Te 7960 134 5.4 7.4 · 1026 16� 71

KamLAND-Zen 800 136Xe 750 268 64.3 4.6 · 1026 24� 77

KamLAND2-Zen 136Xe 1000 141 3.3 1.4 · 1027 14� 44

nEXO 136Xe 4507 59 0.4 6 · 1027 7� 21

NEXT-100 136Xe 91 18 7.2 8.5 · 1025 56� 180

PandaX-III 200 136Xe 180 73 7.3 1.3 · 1026 45� 145

PandaX-III 1000 136Xe 901 24 0.8 1.3 · 1027 14� 46

TABLE II. Experimental parameters for next-generation experiments. The quoted masses refer to the 0⌫�� isotope. The
background indices (BI) are normalized to the FWHM without correcting for cut e�ciencies. The exclusion sensitivity (T 0⌫

1/2)
is quoted at 90% C.L. and for five years of data taking. The last column shows the corresponding upper limits on hm��i .

-9-
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LEGEND: Physics Reach

• Ton-scale experiments are indeed required to explore the inverted mass hierarchy scale


• Several other technologies also move into this direction


• 76Ge experiments: the advantage of an excellent energy resolution coupled to ultra-low 
backgrounds

Future experiments 
(ton-scale)

10 meV

Experiments in 
construction40 meV

Advances in High Energy Physics 27
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Figure 19: (a) Allowed regions for !!! as a function of Σ with constraints given by the oscillation parameters. The darker regions show
the spread induced by Majorana phase variations, while the light shaded areas correspond to the 3# regions due to error propagation of
the uncertainties on the oscillation parameters. (b) Constraints from cosmological surveys are added to those from oscillations. Different
CL contours are shown for both hierarchies. Notice that the 1# region for the IH case is not present, being the scenario disfavored at this
confidence level.The dashed band signifies the 95% CL excluded region coming from [136]. Figure from [211].

The impact of the new constraints onΣ appears to be even
more evident by plotting!!! as a function of the mass of the
lightest neutrino. In this case, (62) becomes(% − !!! (!))2((# [!!! (!)])2 + !2!(Σ")2 < 1. (63)

The plot in Figure 20 globally shows that the next generation
of experiments will have small possibilities of detecting a
signal of 0]-- due to light Majorana neutrino exchange.
Therefore, if the new results from cosmology are confirmed
or improved, ton or even multi-ton-scale detectors will be
needed [124].

On the other hand, a 0]-- signal in the near future could
either disprove some assumptions of the present cosmologi-
cal models or suggest that a different mechanism other than
the light neutrino exchange mediates the transition. New
experiments are interested in testing the latter possibility by
probing scenarios beyond the SM [118, 122, 213].

7.2. Measurements Scenario. Here we consider the implica-
tions of the following nonzero value of Σ [135]:Σ = (0.320 ± 0.081) eV. (64)

We focus on the light neutrino exchange scenario and assume
that 0]-- is observed with a rate compatible with

(1) the present sensitivity on !!!; in particular, we use
the limit coming from the combined 136Xe-based
experiments [81]; we refer to this as to the “present”
case;

(2) a value of!!! that will be likely probed in the next few
years; in particular, we use the CUORE experiment
sensitivity [83], as an example of next generation of

0]-- experiments; we refer to this as to the “near
future” case.

For the sake of completeness, it is useful to recall a few
definitions and relations. The likelihood of a simultaneous
observation of some values for Σ and!!! (resp., with uncer-
tainties #(Σmeas) and #(!meas!! ) and distributed according to
Gaussian distributions) can be written as follows:

L

∝ exp[−(Σ − Σmeas)22# (Σmeas)2 ] exp[[[−(!!! − !
meas!! )22# (!meas!! )2 ]]] . (65)

Recalling the relation between 92 and the likelihood, namely,
L ∝ e−$2/2, we obtain

92 = (Σ − Σmeas)2# (Σmeas)2 + (!!! − !meas!! )2# (!meas!! )2 (66)

which represents an elliptic paraboloid. Since we are dealing
with a two-parameter 92, we need to find the appropriate
prescription to define the confidence intervals. At the desired
confidence level, we get

CL = ∬$2<$20 ;< ;% 12=#%#& e−%2/2'2!−&2/2'2" (67)

and thus 920 = −2 ln (1 − CL) . (68)

This defines the value for 92 correspondent to the confidence
level CL.
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The end
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Allowed parameter space for mββ
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fiber shroud
(Ø 590 mm)

fiber segment

detector string
in nylon shroud

calibration source

(Ø 93 mm)

FIG. 16. Schematical cross section through the array of the 19 detector strings. Sketched are possible positions of the LAr veto
fibers and calibration sources.

DN630 shutter

clean room floor

compensator

manifold

cryostat
neck

LAr inlet

heat exchanger

heat exchanger

cable chain

level sensor

FIG. 17. Cross section through the cyrogenic infrastructure at the cryostat. Left: between the DN630 shutter and the cryostat
(compensator and manifold with feedthroughs). Right: inside the cryostat (heat exchanger, fill level measurement).
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GERDA Pulse Shape Discrimination

• Signal-like: Single Site Events (SSE)


• Background-like: Multiple Site 
Events (MSE)


• BEGe detectors: E-field and 
weighting potential has special 
shape: pulse-height nearly 
independent of position

Event types

● Signal is a single-site event (SSE)

● Backgrounds are mostly multi-site (MSE) or surface events

● Discrimination using the electronic signals from the crystal

2

ββ

42K β

210Po α

γ ray

AJ Zsigmond DPG-Frühjahrstagung 2017 Münster

Pulse shapes

3

● Broad energy germanium (BEGe) detectors have an electric 
field and weighting potential with a special shape → pulse 
height nearly independent of interaction position

JINST 6 (2011) P03005

AJ Zsigmond DPG-Frühjahrstagung 2017 Münster

Pulse shapes

3

● Broad energy germanium (BEGe) detectors have an electric 
field and weighting potential with a special shape → pulse 
height nearly independent of interaction position

JINST 6 (2011) P03005

AJ Zsigmond DPG-Frühjahrstagung 2017 Münster



GERDA Pulse Shape Discrimination

• A/E: amplitude of the current pulse over energy


• Multiple energy depositions: multiple peaks in current pulse => decreasing A/E


• p+ surface events: shorter signals => higher A/EA/E parameter

● A/E = amplitude of the current pulse / energy

● Multiple energy depositions can make multiple peaks in the 
current pulse decreasing A for the same E

● p+ surface events have shorter signal in time → higher A/E

4

E A

EPJC 73 (2013) 2583

ββ

42K β210Po α

γ ray

AJ Zsigmond DPG-Frühjahrstagung 2017 Münster



LEGEND Physics Reach

• 60% efficiency, including isotope fraction, active volume fraction, analysis cuts


• GERDA-II/MJD: 3 events/(ROI t y)


• LEGEND-200 (LEGEND-1000): 0.6 events/(ROI t y) (0.1 events/(ROI t y))


• )

LEGEND:	sensitivity	for	limit	setting	/	discovery

T1/2	limit	(90%	C.L.)	

GERDA-II		/	MJD

LEGEND	200kg

LEGEND	1000kg

18	meV,	different	NME

GERDA-II	/	MJD

LEGEND	200kg

LEGEND	1000kg

Discovery	(50%	chance	for	a	3σ	signal)

Plot	details:	

• 60%	“efficiency”	including	isotope	fraction,	

active	volume	fraction,	analysis	cuts

• GERDA-II	/	MJD:	3	counts/(ROI	t	yr)

• LEGEND-200:	0.6	counts/(ROI	t	yr)

• LEGEND-1000:	0.1	counts/(ROI	t	yr)

N.B.:	background-free	operation	

is	a	prerequisite		for	a	discovery	



Isotopes and sensitivity to 0⌫��February 21, 2013 16:18 WSPC/146-MPLA S0217732313500211 5–10

Empirical Survey of Neutrinoless Double Beta Decay Matrix Elements

Fig. 1. Regions in the renormalized specific phase-space g4
A
H0ν = g4

A
ln(2) NA

Am2
e

G
(0)
0ν and matrix

element squared |M0ν |2 that encompass modern theoretical calculations, for the candidate neu-
trinoless double beta decay isotopes 76Ge, 130Te, 136Xe and 150Nd. The vertical span reflects the
range of gA, which differs for the shell-model and other models, leading to nonrectangular bound-
aries. The matrix-element calculational methods are SM, generator-coordinate method (GCM),
quasiparticle random-phase approximation (QRPA), IBM and Projected Hartree–Fock Bogoliubov
method (PHFB), as given in Table 1. The lines indicate the effective Majorana mass that would
correspond to a count rate of one event per tonne per year.

Fig. 2. As Fig. 1 but with the addition of the isotopes 48Ca (2.2, 2143), 82Se (17, 514), 96Zr (13,
889), 100Mo (25, 660), 110Pd (33,181), 116Cd (9, 597) and 124Sn (10, 302). The number pairs are
the coordinates of the upper rightmost corner of each area, in lieu of labeling. It is more difficult
to see the details but the overall trend of a correlation between the phase-space factor and the
square of the nuclear matrix element is brought out.
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R. G. H. Robertson, Mod. Phys. Lett. A28 (2013) 1350021 

|M|2 uncertainty

gA4 uncertainty

Isotopes have comparable sensitivities in terms of rates per unit mass

1 event/ (tonne-year)

effective value for the axial 
vector coupling constant 
gA: ~ 0.6 - 1.269 (free 
nucleon value)



GERDA phase II and beyond
• Demonstrated that a background of ≤ 10-3 events/(keV kg yr) is feasible


• Will explore T1/2 values in the 1026 yr range, probing the degenerate mass region


• LEGEND, a ton-scale experiment (in collaboration with Majorana) is in design phase

 07/10/2014  Mark Heisel, Upgrades for GERDA Phase II 10

a = enrichment fraction
e

eff
 = detection efficiency

M·t = exposure

DE = energy resolution

BI = background index

Sensitivity:

GERDA sensitivity

i.e. “no 

background“
Phase II

Phase I

“1 ton“

1.4∙1026 yr

1
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 k

g
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r

Phase II upgrade strategy:

► to collect total exposure: 100 kg·yr within 3 years

→ produce ~20 kg more detectors

► to reach background index: 1 x 10-3 cts/(keV·kg·yr)

→ use improved detector support & electronics

→ use active background suppression (PSD & LAr veto)
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Claim

Theory: neutrino mixing and masses from a minimum principle

GERDA Phase II

GERDA Phase I

Alonso, Gavela, Isidori,Maiani, JHEP 1311 (2013) 187
Blankenburg,Isidori, Jones-Perez, EPJC 72 (2012) 2126


